How to access to Computer Lab devices at Campus Luigi Einaudi
First step

• Familiarise with an Italian keyboard
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- If you hold down «SHIFT», you can capitalize letters or type second level symbols such as:
  ! " £ $ % & / ( ) = ? ^ * _ : ; |
- For example: to type «&» the combination is key «SHIFT» + «6»
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• If you hold down «Alt Gr» you will be able to insert other symbols such as: @ [ ] # €

• For example: to type «@» the combination is key «Alt Gr» + «ò»
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- If you press «SHIFT», «Alt Gr» and «è» at the same time, you get the brackets «{ »
- If you press «SHIFT», «Alt Gr» and «+ » at the same time, you get the brackets « } »
Second step

Before an activity (exam or lesson) in Computer Labs, check if your SCU ID (the same used for enrolling for an exam and accessing the Campus Wi-Fi) is working to access a device:

• To check if everything works, this can be carried out on open access computers located throughout the Campus area and, in particular, at the Bobbio Library or inside the “Open Space” in Palazzina Einaudi.
  If you don’t access, proceed to change your password at https://my.unito.it/, then try again. If you can’t solve password problem send a support request to the link: https://askit.unito.it/servicedesk/customer/portal/21

• Try to login to check regular access to the Moodle platform https://elearning.unito.it/scuolacle